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New Water for Utah Lands
Agricultural Expansion in State Dependent on Additional Water for Irrigated Lands
By W. P. THOMAS, G. T. BLANCH, O. W. ISRAELSEN
D. F. PETERSON, and D. S. JENNINGS

HE major opportunity for expanding agricniturai productIOn and
wealth in Utah lies in the further development and more efficient use of
irrigation water within the state. This
includes the transfer of irrigation water
from the Colorado River to the Bonneville Basin.
At the present time more than 80
percent of the man-labor used in agricultural production in Utah is employed
on irrigated farms and 77 percent of the
agricultural income is derived from irrigated farming (fig. 1).
Shortage of irrigation water is a major
problem in Utah that has long been
recognized. Consequently, much effort
has been directed toward its solution.
The Bureau of Reclamation, the Utah
State Engineer, the Utah State Water
and Power Board, and other agencies
have conducted investigations and developed proposals for increasing the
water supply available for irrigation.
These studies have resulted in the
present proposed development of two
million acre-feet of new water for irrigation, primarily from the Colorado
River. This amount of new water
would make possible the irrigation of
600,000 acres of new land with a full
water supply and provide the difference
between the present inadequate supply
and a full supply for an additional
407,000 acrcs. Thus, in total this water
development from the Colorado and
Bonneville basins would benefit more
than a million acres of land or practically the equivalent of the total area
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DR. W. P. THOMA is head 0/ the Department 0/ Agricultural Economics; DR. G. T.
BLANCH is professor 0/ agricultural economics; DR. O. W. I RAEL EN is prole sor and
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WHAT THlS REPORT 1
The material used in this article is a
part of a report on the Colorado River
and Utah's agriculture, prepared at the
request of the Utah Water and Power
Board and the Utah State Engineer by
the Departments of Agricultural Economics, Irrigation and Drainage, and
Agronomy, Utah Agricultural Experiment Station. The primary purpose of
the report is to show the important relationship of additional irrigation water
to the future of Utah's agriculture. It
is based on two main theses: first, that
no significant increase in the volume or
change in the kind of agricultural production in Utah can be had without
the development of additional water
for irrigation; and second, that the
only source from which significant
amounts of additional water can be obtained for irrigation in Utah is the
Colorado River. Thus, the future of
agriculture in Utah is intimately associated with the waters of the Colorado
River. It is recognized, of course, that
full and efficient use of all waters in
the Bonneville Basin should a.n d must
be made. The amount of water awaiting development from this source,
however, is relatively small. The compact among the states with claims to
water from the Colorado is recognized
in relation to the availability of water
from that source.
The authors have made no attempt
at an exhaustive analysis of this problem. The effort has been to present
and interpret the most pertinent factual
data relating to: (1) the present agriculture in Utah, (2) the present weaknesses and needs of Utah's agriculture,
(3) the economic trends that most
likely will affect the future of agriculture in the state, (4) the land and
water resources of Utah and their use,
and (5) the benefits that would accr~e
to agriculture from proposed irrigation developments. It is recognized
that the problems and the economic
influence of the proposed water development projects are not restricted to
agriculture. When the water is controlled for irrigation, power will be
developed which may stimulate industry and thus the effects will permeate the entire economy of the tate,
region, and nation.

II

of arable land that is now irrigated
(table 1).
Since the soils of the arable lands of
the Bonneville Basin are generally more
desirable than the soils of the Colorado
Basin, and, since the length of growing
season and more favorable market outlets permit the production of more
valuable crops, transfer of as much
water from the Colorado to the Bonne'
ville Basin as is possible would probably
be advisable.
Of the total of 2,875,400 acre-feet of
water per annum now used for irrigation in the state, approximately 80 percent is used in the Bonneville Basin
(table 2) . The present supply is
647,200 acre-feet short annually of a
full supply for the lands now irrigated.
Of this shortage 341,000 acre-feet per
annum, or about one-half, is in the central part of the state, or the area co v,
ered by the proposed Utah Central
project. The Bear River drainage area
has the next largest shortage. The
shortage in the Virgin area is small,
only 18,800 acre-fee.t annually. but in
proportion to the total required is the
largest of all, 29 percent. The Weber
River drainage area, with a shortage of
14 percent, has the least relative short'
age.
The proposals for increasing the supply of irrigation water in Utah would
result in 2,163,400 acre-feet more water
or from 2,875,400 to 5,038,800 acrefeet annually (fig. 2). This represents
an increase of 75 percent. Of the total
proposed additions, about two-thirds, or
1,441,200 acre-feet, would be in the
Upper Colorado River drainage basin,
56,300 acre-feet per annum in the Virgin area, and 666,400 in the Bonneville
Basin. Approximately one-third of the
(Continued on page 14)

Adininistrative Staff
EGINNING with volume 4 in 1943
the various departments of the Sta'
tion have been presented to the readers
of Farm and H ome Science on this page.
W ith the exception of Landscape Ar,
chitectur, which will appear in the
next issue, al1 the research departments
have appeared. W e thought that in this
issue our readers might be interested in
eeing the general office staff, which
during the past year ha been consider,
ably extended.
The general office of the A gricultural
Experiment Station and the School of
A griculture is the h adquarters for the
research and teaching in agriculture.
While the work of the Station is carried
on in the various laboratories and offices
in all parts of the campus, in the barns,
greenhouses, and field plots adjacent to
the campus, and scattered throughout

the tate, it centers in the office of the
dean and director, which is located on
the first floor of the main building at
the Col1ege.
T o take care of the enlarged program
in agriculture resulting from increased
student enrollment in the School of
A gricultur and the expanded activities
in research in the A gricultural Experi,
ment tation made possible through
funds provided by the- A gricultural Re,
search and M arketing A ct, two new
men have been appointed to assist in
the administration of the A gricultural
Experiment Station and the School of
A griculture. Prof. Dee A. Broadbent is
the new assistant director of the Station,
and Prof. A . ]. M orris, new assistant
dean of the School of A griculture.
A new division of the Station added

(1) Dr. R. H. Walker, director of the
Agricultural Experiment Station and dean of
the School of Agriculture, ca:ne to the USAC
in 1938 from the Intermountain Forest and
Range Experiment Station at Ogden. He
had prcwiou ly been on the faculty of Iowa
State College as research as ociate professor
of soils. Dr. Walker is a native of Idaho and
a graduate of the BYU and Iowa State College. He has won outstanding recognition as
an experiment station director, being elected
secretary of the important committee of the
Association of Land Grant Colleges, that of
Experin}ent Station Organization and Policy.
He is also a member of the Committee of
Nine which decides on the research projects
under the Agricultural Research and Marketing Act. (top left)
(2) Dee A. Broadbent, new assistant
director of the Experiment Station, was formerly re earch a ociate professor of agricultural economics and specialized in the economics of livestock production and marketing.
Asst. Dir. Broadbent wa born in Heber City,
received his B. S. degree from the USAC and
his M. S. degree from the Univer ity of
Illinois. He spent the past school year working toward his doctorate at Illinois. He has
been on the faculty at the USAC since 1938.
(top center)
(3) Arthur J. Morris new assistant dean
of the School of Agriculture, has been in
charge of the work in dairy manufacturing at

the College since 1931. He received both
his B. S. and M. S. degrees from the USAC
and spent a year in graduate study at the
University of Wisconsin. (top right)
( 4) David A. Burgoyne, assistant to the
director, has been connected with the Station
since 1922. He has responsibility for financial
accounts, expenditures, Station lands, and
other property. Mr. Burgoyne is a graduate
of the USAC and received his M. S. degree
in agricultural economics from the University
of Illinois. (side, second)
(5) Bliss H. Crandall, professor and director of the statistical laboratory, returned to
the College a year ago from the University of
Nebraska where he had charge of the alfalfa
selection and breeding work in the western
states for the Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils,
and Agricultural Engineering. Prof. Crandall
spent the fir t six months of this year as visiting professor at the statistical laboratory at
North Carolina State College. Prof. Crandall
graduated at the USAC, received his M. S.
degree at Iowa State College and has practically completed the work for his doctorate
at the same in titution. He was on the
agronomy
tafI here before going to
Nebra ka. (side, third)
(6) Gladys L. Harrison Experiment Station editor, has edited Farm and Home
Science since its beginning in 1940. She is
a graduate of the BYU and the University of
California. (ide, bottom)
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ALFALFA MEAL IN THE DIET OF
THE CHICK
Chickens Thrive on Lesser Amounts Than Turkey, But Type of Curing Not
Important- Cost of Dehydrating Not Justified
By C. I. DRAPER

as r2 BASAL RATION
2 ·ODEHYORA TED
.FIELD CURED

HICKS do not thrive on as large
amounts of alfalfa meal in the diet
as do turkeys. But whether the meal is
field cured or dehydrated is not im,
portant. These conclusions have been
reached from the results of feeding test
conducted with White Leghorn and
New Hampshire chicks at the Utah Sta'
tion.

C

Field Cured vs. Dehydrated AHalia Meal

For several years poultrymen and
tho e operating feed mills have been in'
quiring about the relative merits of
field,cured and dehydrated alfalfa meals
in turkey and chicken mashes and how
much alfalfa meal could be u ed effec'
tively in the ration. To answer these
questions an experiment was conducted
to determine the relative merits of de'
hydrated and field'cured alfalfa meals
when fed at three different levels in a
practical chick diet.
White Leghorn cockerels and straight
run N ew Hampshire chicks were used
in this experiment. They were divided
into forty'eight lots and given the same
care and management except for varia'
tions in diet. The diets were prepared
by mixing the following basal mash
containing the ingredient of a practical

7. A LFALFA

ME AL

G~IN

IN WEICHT
8 WEEKS OF AGE

Fig. 1. Gain in weight of Leghorn cockerel
to eight weeks of age

type diet
vitamin A
Ground
Ground
Millrun

except for alfalfa meal and
concentrate.
wheat Dried whey
barley Limestone flour
Salt

Growth and development of chickens fed diets containing field-cured
and dehydrated alfalfa meals

----

10 percent

15 percent

field,
cured

dehy,
drated

field,
cured

dehydrated

field,
cured

dehy,
drated

1.21
1.46

1.74
1.91

1.72

2.06

1.74
1.82

1.61
1.92

1.57
1.73

1.60
1.87

Feed consumption (lbs.)
Leghorn -....... ...... __ .... 5.64
N. Ramp . ................ 6.89

7.64
7.66

7.71
7.42

7.50
7.85

7.43
7.67

7.54
7.76

7.49
7.80

Feed per lb. of gain (lb .)
Leghorns ...... ............ 4.69
N. Ramp . ................ 4.79

4.38
4.00

4.49
3.58

4.32
4.33

4.62
3.99

4.81
4.50

4.71
4.15

Mortality (number)
Leghorns ..................
N. Ramp .................

3
2

3
4

4
2

1
2

4
0

8
5

ITEM
Breed

Gain in weight (lb .)
Leghorn ..................
N . Ramp .................

~. ALFALFA NEAL

GAIN IN WEICHT

Percent alfalfa meal
5 percent

one

Gains in Weight

The gains in weight of the Leghorns
and New Ham pshire chicks are pre'
sented in figures 1 and 2, respectively.
Gain in weight, feed consumption,
efficiency of feed utili~ation, and mor'
tality are presented in table 1.
The following observations and
trends appear to be evident:
1. The addition of some alfalfa had
a beneficial influence on rate of growth.

~ BASAL RA TIO"
LBS.DDEHYDRATED
.FIELD CURED

DR. CARROLL I. DRAPER is associate pro·
fessor of poultry husbandry.

Table 1.

Fish meal
Vitamin D concen'
M eat meal
trate
Soybean oil meal Manganese sulfate
The experimental diets were com'
pounded by mixing 85, 90, or 95 per'
cent of the basal mash with 15, 10, or
5 percent of field,cured or dehydrated
alfalfa meals, respectively.

I WEEKS OF ACE
Fig. 2. Gain in weight of New Hampshire
cockerels to eight weeks of age

----

2. As the amount of alfalfa included
in the mash increas d from 5 to 15 per'
cent the rate of gain tended to decrease.
This trend is significant for both de'
hydrated and field'cured alfalfa meals
and for both Leghorn and New Hamp'
hire chickens.
3. There appears to be no difference
in rate of gain or efficiency of feed
utilization between the diets containing
field-cured or dehydrated alfalfa meal at

Figures used are averages of three replicates

(Continued on page 18)
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Philip Vincent Cardon

Jame Albert Howell

TWO AGRICULTURAL LEADERS HONORED
AT

THE 194

commenc ment exer-

~ ci es of the Utah State Agricul-

tural College two agricultural leader
were awarded hon rary doctor's derees: Judge James H. Howell, rominent tate agricultural I ader and Philip
Vincent Cardon, former direct r of the
Utah Agricultural Experiment tati n,
and now administrator of the AO'ricultural Research Admini tration. Both
the e m n have made outstanding contributi n to th tate nd nation.
Judg Jam s A. Howell ha render d
long and notable service to agriculture
in Utah. As pre id nt of the Utah
tate H orticultural Society and a member of the executi e committee of the
tate Farm Bureau, he ha been influential in presenting the need of the
Agricultural Experiment tation to the
tate Legislature. He wa primarily responsible for the acqui ition of funds to
purcha e the horticultural farm in orth
gden.
Judge Howell has been a state leader
in many field. He is a member of the
Utah W ater and Power Board, and
I gal ad vi er to th
tate engineer on
the Colorado Riv r project. He is a
director of the Utah W ater U r' A ociation, chairman of the Utah Taxpayers Committee, member and pa t
pre id nt of th Weber County Bar
A 0 iation, and a member of the Utah
and American Bar Associations. He
erved with di tincti n in Wodd War I
as a lieutenant colonel in the Judge
Advocate General s Department.
Jud e Howell wa born in K lton,
Utah in 1 76. H e received his A.B.
and LIB. degrees from H arvard Uni4

r ity. He wa muni ipal judg
f
gden from 1901 to 1905. He was di trict judge from 1905 to 1920. He has
a lar I al ractice in gd n, heading
the law firm of How 11, tine, and Olmtead.
H ha b en romin nt in civic affairs
in Ogden. He i now pre ident of the
gd n Rotary Club. He was on the
executive committee of the Utah Cent nnial
mml Ion.
v r a long numb r of year he ha u ed hi energy and
hi influence in furthering th w lfare
f the tat.
P. V. Cardon has won national recognition for his achievem nt in agriculture. In addition to receiving the honorary degree of doctor of laws from
Utah tate in M ay, he was al 0 given
a di tingui hed ser ice award from th
U. S·. Department of Agriculture for
"outstanding er ice and exceptional
1 adership in the advancement of agricultural science."
Dr. C rdon ha had a wealth of exp rience in agricultural re earch and in
re earch ad mini tration. Born in Logan
in 1 9, he received th B. . d r e
fr m U AC and the M. . .degre from
the Univer ity of Calif rnia. Hi exp rience include ei ht year in the D partment f A ricultur in dry-land inti ation in the Int rmountain and
Pa ific coa t region and in a r nomic
tudie in the C tton Belt; a p riod a
prof or of a ronomy and director f
d Laboratory at Monthe Montana
tana tat College, thre y ar as farm
economi t at the USAC, and e en
years as director of the Utah Station.

~

In 19 5 he re i n d· as director to become chief of the Divi ion of ForaO'e
Crop Improvem nt of the Bureau of
Phnt Indu try. He became a i tant
chi f of the bur au in 19 9, and a i tant admini trator of th newly created
Agricurtural Re earch Admini tration
in 1942. In 1945 he b came administrator. In November 1946, becau e of
poor haIth, he was tran ferr d to the
po ition a special a i tant to the chief,
Bureau of Plant Indu try, Soil, and
Agricultural En ineering. August 1 ,
he wa again appoint d ad mini trator of
the Agricultural Re earch Administration.
Dr. Cardon acted as chairman of the
United State delegation to the Fourth
Int rnational Grassland Con re s held
in Great Britain and traveled through
fifteen countries of Europe tudying
gra land ractices. He was a member
of the secretariat of the International
Conference on Food and Agriculture at
Hot pring, Virginia, and
rved a
secretary of the committee on agricultural production. He was a member of
the United States delegation to the
Third Inter-American Conference on
Agriculture in Vene4uela and a mem er
of the United tates delegation to the
United Nations Food and Agricultural
Conference at Quebec. He wa a member of the United Stat s Mexican Agricultural Commi sion. In 1946 he attended as consultant a special conference
called by the Food and Agriculture Or ..
gani4ation in London. In 1947 he attended the annual Food and Agriculture
Conference at Geneva,
wit 4erland,
w here he served as chairman of the
Standing Advisory Committee on Agriculture.
ince that time he has been
made permanent chairman of that committee.
The college honors it elf in recogni 4ing two uch outstanding leaders.
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MANGANESE DEFICIENCY: A NEW PLANT
NUTRIENT PROBLEM IN UTAH
By D. W. THORNE and F. B. WANN

HEN crops are harvested from
the soil each year they remove
definite quantities of all elements essential for plant growth. Moreover as a
result of continuous cropping and irrigation certain physical and chemical
changes occur in the soil which render
some nutrients less readily available to
plants than they were previously. After
nearly a hundred years of cropping the
available supplies of certain plant nutrients are becoming low in many Utah
soils. Widespread deficiencies of nitrogen and prosphate have been noted.
Iron deficiencies are general in all parts
of the state. Horticultural crops have
been noted in many areas in Utah suffering from insufficient ~inc. A few
soils are reported to be reaching low
levels of potassium.
The Utah Agricultural Experiment
Station has followed carefully the areas,
soil conditions, and plant types where
nutrient deficiencies are observed. Experiment Station workers are also
watching for signs of any additional
nutrient deficiencies not previously
known in the state that may affect plant
growth or the health of man and animals.

W

Apricots in Bountiful Show Di ea e

During the late summer of 1944, distinctive leaf markings were noted in an
orchard of Chinese apricots in Bountiful. The margins of the leaves, particularly around the tip, were characteri~ed by a pale green to light brown
color which extended inward between
the veins nearly to the midrib . In many
trees the markings became more and
more pronounced during the latter part
of the summer as the affected areas became darker brown in color. In the
most severe cases, numerous small spots
appeared in the brown areas, became
necrotic and fell out, giving a lacy
appearance to the leaves.
Early stages of the disorder could be
detected by viewing the leaf with
strongly transmitted light which revealed lighter margins and interveinal
areas. The general character of the affected leaves is shown in figure 1. Less
severe symptoms of the disease were

noted in apricots, peaches, and cherries
in nearby orchards. The concentrated
pattern of distribution, and the nature
of the leaf markings indicated that the
disease might be the result of some
mineral nutrient deficiency.
Trees Treated for Mineral Deficiency

Experiments were conducted in the
affected orchard beginning in the .summer of 1945 and continuing during
later years. The studies included a
number of soil treatments and tree injections with various materials. Leaf
samples were analy~ed for essential
mineral elements.
Soil treatments made in 1945 included applications of ammonium sulfate, 3
pounds per tree; treble superphosphate,
3 pounds per tree; potassium chloride,
1 pound per tree; complete fertilizer,
Table 1.

with the same materials and rates as the
three previous treatments; gypsum, 3
pounds per tree; sulfur, 3 pounds per
tree; and copper sulfate, 2 pounds per
tree. In 1946 manganese sulfate at 2
pounds per ,tree was also included as ::t
treatment. These treatments were dug
into the soil about each tree.
Additional diseased trees were treated by boring holes in the trunk or in
the principal branches at about 4 inch
intervals about the circumference, and
injecting in each hole about 5 grams of
the salt selected. The treatments included: copper sulfate, ~inc sulfate, borax,
soluble iron phosphate, and manganous
sulfate. In 1945 no records of severity
of the disease symptoms of each tree
for the previous year were available, but
all trees treated were in the general area
showing disease symptoms. During 1945
and 1946 observations were made on
the trees at monthly intervals. In these
surveys each tree was rated according
to the severity of the disease with • 0"
(Continued on page 11)

Summary of treatments made on disea ed trees in 1945 and 1945 and
respo~es obtained

Treatment
Ammonium sulfate, 3 lbs. per tree ........................... .
Pho phate fertili~er, 3 lb . per tree ....... __________ .. :____ . __ .
Potas ium frtili~er, 1 lb. per tree __ ____________ . ______ . __ . ______ .
Complete fertili~er (combination of above) __ __ ... ______ .
Copper sulfate in soil, 2 lbs. per tree ____ . __________________ .
Gyp um in soil, 3 lbs. per tree ______ . __________ . ______ . __________ .
Sulfur in oil, 3 lbs. per tree ______ . __ . ______________ .. ____________ __
Tree injection with ~inc ulfate __ . __ . __ . ____________________ ...
Tree injection with copper ulfate ________ .. __________ . __ .__ ..
Tree injection with borax __ .. ____ ... ________ ................... __
Tree injection with iron phosphate ..................... __ .. .
Tree injecti,on with manganese sulfate ........ __ . __ ..... __
Manganese ulfate in oil, 2 lb . per tree ........ __ .... __

No. trees
treated
2
2
2
3
3
2
2
2
3
2
3

7

Response
obtained
No improvement
No improvement
No improvement
No improvement
No improvement
No improvement
No improvement
No improvement
No improvement
No improvement
Di ease made more severe
Disease cured
Disease cured

Fig. 1. Chinese apricot leaves showing typical markings resulting from manganese deficiency.
"K" shows moderate manganese deficiency from a tree treated with potassium chloride;
"M" indicates healthy leaves from tree injected with manganese sulfate; "I" indicates leaves
with severe disease symptoms from tree injected with iron phosphate

DR. D. W. THOR E is head 0/ the Agron·
omy Department. DR. F. B. W A
is pro·
lessor 0/ plant physiology.
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CONSUMPTIVE USE OF WATER
STUDIES IN . COLORADO BASIN
By D. F. PETERSON, JR. and WAYNE D. CRIDDLE

NE of the major ob ta Ie to the efficient and eco'
nomical planning and -admini tration of irrigation
wat r suppli i the lack of d tailed and r liable informa'
tion concernin th quantity of wat r actually consumed
by crop and by ther land u es under varying climatic
condition. In the we tern tat s the v ry ownershi of
wat r right i ba d on the water beneficially u ed. Even
th u h uch u e may not be fully con umptive, that wat r
not c n um d may r turn to the str am to be re-used.
From thi oint of vi w, con umptiv u e a contrasted to
di rsion a ume great importance.
In pion er day when water wa relatively plentiful and
con truction 0 ts were reI tiv ly I w little attention was
iv n to th wat r actually con um r by irrigati n usage.
If mor water wa n d d, more wat r wa div rted. Ther
wa pI nty of water for every ne downstream and whether
r not th str am wa r pi nished by me return, flow was
f no particular c ncern.
n the Colorado Riv r, and in'
deed on mo t we tern tr am ,thi ituation is no longer
true. Nearly all futur agricultural ex an ion of th tates
f Utah, Colorado and Ari 40na, and large portions of
Wyoming and N w M xico Nevada and California is
c ntin ent upon water supply from the Colorado River.
Further, demand for pow r and the con umpti e us of
wat r for an x and in indu try mu t be uppli d fr m the
'am rapidly diminishing ource.
lorado River develop,
ment pr j ct n w propo ed c t hundred f million , ev n
billi n f dollar. Ev ry allon of wat r r turning to the
river after ha ing been div rt d up tream may be u J to
pr duc power or ati fy s me other
Fig. 1. (Upper) Streamflow discharge station
right down tr am. Plann rs of n w pro'
for mea uring out1low from Ferron Area. All
jects
mu t now predict accurately the
water running into or out of valley i
hydrologic effect of every propo ed
mea ured in order to estimate the total use
of the valley
div r i n and use.
Fig. 2. (Center) Climatological station at VerThe pattern of flow throughout the
nal. Water consumption depends principally
cour e of a river system constantly
on climate. Mea ured values of water conumption are correlated with climatological
with the vagaries of season
chan
information .
and climate and the demand of the
Fig. 3. (Lower) Research fellow u ing King
u rs. During and after devel pment
soil tube to obtain oil-moi ture sample. Water
may be e timated by measuring the amount
the river mu t be administered, which
of water removed from the soil by transpirmans
that the rights to use the water
ation and evaporation
mu t be sati fied in order of their legal
priority. tr am administrators must be
DR. DEA F. PETER 0 i a ociate proable to predict the detailed effects of
/e sor 0/ irrigation and drainage, Utah Agriultural Experiment
tation. WAY E D.
any particular hydrologic condition in
RIDDLE i irrigation and drainage engineer,
the light f a complicated allocation of
Divi ion 0/ Irrigation, oil Con ervation ervic with office at Boi e, Idaho.
wat r u . The immediate need for ac'
curate and reliable consumpti e use in'
The work reported in thi article is cooperative among the Irrigation Divi ion, oil Conformation in the Colorado River basin
. ervation ervice, the Utah late Engineer, and
i em pha i4ed by the negotiations to
the Utah Agricultural Experiment tation.
Other agencies cooperating through the tale
allocate the water rights in the river
En ineer's Office are the U. . Weather Bureau
among the various states of the Upper
and the . . Geological urvey, the . .
Basin. Claims to present or potential
Bureau 0/ Reclamation and the U_ . Fore t
er ice. C. O. Roskelley repre enl the tate
water rights mu t be sub tantiated by
Engineer' 0 ffice, Willi A. Barrett 0/ the oil
measured, quantit tive information.
on ervation ervice i re ponsible lor the land
u e clas i/ication. J. Y. Chri tian en, re earch
Recognition of the importance of such '
fellow lor the Agricultural Experiment tarion
measurements resulted in the initiation
i conducting the oil-moisture and evapo-tran of extensive studies in the Ashley Creek
piration tudie.

O
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basin in Uintah County and in the
Ferron Creek basin in Emery County.
Methods of Determining Consumptive Use

Accepted methods of determinin
consumptive use are the ·'inflow;out;
flow' method and the "integration"
method. These method have been used
extensively throughout the W e t and
are con idered sound. Using the in'
flow'outflow method, all water com in
into and flowing out of the basin is
measured and accounted for over a
period of time. The difference between
outflow and inflow plus an algebraic
correction for ground'water storage or
depletion plus the precipitation equals
the water consum d in the valley. Us'
ing the integration m thod, unit values
of con umptive use for each crop are
multiplied by the area of ach crop and
the products thus obtained ar added
r int grated to get the total consump'
tive use of a tract or valley. Unit valu
of consumpti e use may be extended
from other areas, making due allowance
for climatolo ical diff rences, or they
may be measured locally by means of
evapo'transpiration tank or by soil
moisture depletion tudies. In order to
apply results at oth r locations to local
conditions and to correlate observed
value with climatological data so that
they may be extended to oth r locations,
full information on climatic conditions
must be collected. The tudi s in the
Colorado Basin involve the following
phases: (a) Streamflow, (b) Ground
water, (c) Climate (d) Evapo'trans'
piration tanks, (e) oil moisture deple'
tion, (f) Land use.
Streamflow Studies

Th U. S. Geological Survey, Surface
Water Division, has assumed responsi'
bility for measuring the surface water
inflow and outflow for the tudy areas.
Nine gauaing tation were required for
Ashley V alley- fiv for Ferron. It was
po sible to use existing gau ing tation
in two instanc s. The outflow tream '
gauging station on Ferron Creek i
hown in figure 1.
Ground-Water Studie

D epl tion or storage of ground water
must be ad ded to or deducted from th
urface'water contribution. Th U.
Geolo ical Survey, Ground;Water Divi,
sion i respon ible for d terminin the
net ground,water storage and estimatin
the underground di charge into or out
of the valley. Change in the round,
water reservoir i calculated from the
for September, 1948

water lev Is in observation wells, of
which there are twenty-six in the Ash,
ley V alley. By careful location of the
surface-water discharge stations, it is
anticipated that unmeasurable ground;
water inflow or outflow will be small.
OimatologicaI Studies

A new weather station was installed
at Fenon and facilities at the existing
tation at the V ernal airport were ex'
panded in order to collect the desired
climatolo ical data. These stations are
operat d by the U. S. Weather Bureau
and include a rain gauge, anemometer,
hy ro;thermograph, evaporation pan,
and maximum and minimum thermom;
eters. In addition, automatic rainfall
recorders were in tall d at locations in
upper and lower A shley Valley in order
to obtain information n the variation
of rainfall throu hout the valley. The
station at V rnal airport i hown in
figure 2.
Evapo-transpiration Tank Stcdies

An eva po-transpiration tank consist
of an inner cylinder with r movabl
bottom which is placed insid an out r
wat r;tight tank. The bottom is re'
moved from the inner tank and the
hollow shell i forced down over a
column of natural undisturbed soil with
the field crop in place. Th bottom i
then jacked und r th column and
locked in plac. The outside tank i
installed with the open end a.t r undurface I v 1. The perforated insid tank
containin the natura.l root-zone oil
is placed inside. W ater percolatina
through th soil of th inner cylinder i
retained by th outer tank and is mainFig. 4. (Upper) The use of water by native
vegetation is measured in eva po-transpiration
tanks. This photo shows cattails growing
to a height of two feet. Cattails are one of
the heaviest users of water
Fig. 5. (Lower) Typical evapo-transpiration
tank installation. Tanks containing undisturbed oil colu:nns and field crops are used to
measure water cons mption

tained at a depth of about three inches
by surface irri ations of the soil column.
Since no water can be lost by deep
percolation, all water applied is either
evaporated or transpired by the crop.
Six evapo'transpiration tanks were
installed near "the Vernal Weather Sta;
tion. These tanks contain two specimen each of alfalfa, pa ture, and
wheat. They were installed by the Ir,
ri ati n Divi ion of the oil Conservation Service, and are being operated by
the Agricultural Experiment Station. A
typical evapo-tran piration tank install a'
(Continued on page ]9)

Supplementary Feeding of Sheep on the Winter Range
Phosphorus Supplements Increased Wool Production,
Lamb Crop and Weight of Ewes
By LLOYD E. MELDRUM, LEE A. SHARP, LORIN E. HARRIS, C. WAYNE COOK,
LAURENCE A. STODDART, and LOUIS L. MADSEN

E total land acreage is used for grazIGHTY~SEVEN

WHAT RANCHERS CAN
EXPECT FROM
SUPPLEMENTARY FEEDING
What do the results of this study
mean from a practical sheep rancher's
standpoint? Any recommendations given are to be considered preliminary
until more experimental work is completed.
1. It appears that a phosphorus supplement fed to ewes at a level to satisfy
their requirement would increase their
vitality, help to maintain their weight
during the winter, and increase the percentage lamb crop. It is suggested
that this extra phosphorus might be
supplied by a mixture of 50 percent
bonemeal or other high phosphorus
supplement and 50 percent salt. The
ewes should have free access to this
mixture during the entire year. At
current prices the mixture will cost
$3.10 per hundred.
2. If each ewe is fed 0.6 pound of
soybean oil meal pellets or cottonseed
meal pellets every other day during
the winter grazing season, the wool
will be increased on the average of
about one pound on each sheep and
the percentage lamb crop will be increased about 10 to 15 percent. The
supplementary feeding should start two
to three weeks before the breeding
season. Whether this is economical
will depend upon the cost of the supplement and the price of lambs a.n d
wool.
3. General observations suggest that
it is advisable to cull out all ewes that
have broken mouths and replace them
with open faced, large, healthy ewe
Iambs before the herd starts for the
winter desert range.

percent of Utah's

ing purposes and 30 percent of the total
acreage is used for grazing during the
winter season. Most of the sheep in
Utah graze on the winter desert range
from November until May. Unless fed
supplements, their entire feed supply
must come from range plants whether
these are deficient in essential nutrients
or whether there is an excess of certain
constituents that are toxic or poisonous.
Because of scarce rainfall, occasional
droughts, and variable soil fertility,
range forage is often borderline or deficient in essential nutrients. This raises
the question as to the value of supple~
mentary feeding while grazing these
winter range areas.
In order to solve this problem it was
necessary to determine the nutritive
LLOYD E. MELDRUM and LEE A.
HARP, graduate lellows in animal husbandry and range management, respectively, led,
cared for, and trailed the sheep used in this
inve tigation as part 01 the work lor their
master degrees. Facilities 01 the Desert Range
Experiment tation west 01 Millord, Utah,
were made available for use in this tudy
through the courte y of the Forest Service.
DR. LORIN E. HARRIS is associate professor of animal husbandry; C. WAYNE
COOK, assistant prole sor 0/ range management, now on leave for advanced study at
Texas A and M College; DR. L. A. STODDART is head of the Department 0/ Range
Management; and DR. L. L. MAD EN is head
0/ the Department 01 Animal Husbandry.

composition of the foraging sheep's diet
and then supplement that diet for those
constituents that were found deficient.
The nutritive composition was determined by chemically analyzing samples of forage before and after grazing.
That is, first analyzing slightly more of
the plant than the sheep would con~
sume, and then analyzing the part left
after grazing. Through this method it
was found that the diet was low in
phosphorus, high in calcium, and relatively low in protein.
Supplementary Feeding Trials

On the basis of this information an
experiment was conducted to determine
whether feeding range ewes supplements supplying energy, protein, or
phosphorus would prevent loss in
weight, increase the wool produced, or
increase the percentage lamb crop. The
experiment was conducted on the winter range approximately 40 miles west
of Milford, Utah.
A small herd of 144 sheep consisting
of 36 controls and 108 supplemental-fed
animals was used in the investigation.
In addition 36 controls were kept in a
large range herd to com pare differences
in herding a small and a large herd.
The sheep of the small herd were
Fig. 1. Temporary corral, pens, scales, sheep
wagon and other equipment used in the experiment

Fig. 2. (Upper) The sheep were fed the
barley and oybean oil meal pellet individually every other day in ordinary
bucket. 3. (Lower) The mono odium
pho phate wa di olved in water and put in
a mall bottle. The heep were eager to
drink thi
olution. Thi wa al 0 given
every other day. 4. (Circle) The heep
were weighed at monthly intervals to check
their gain

grazed to ether on the open ran e during the day and corralled e ch night.
(fi .1). Th y w r divid d into r up
acc rdin to th ir a e (lamb , y arling ,
thr e-year-olds four-year-olds, fi e- to
six-year-old and a er ix-year-old).
There were 1 he
in each upplemental-f d treatment (thr
h ep fr m
ach a e rou). Each f th two cantr 1 rou can i ted of ix h
from
roup.
The u plemental-fed animal were
fed supplement indi idually every other
day (fi . 2 and 3) in addition t a ba al
di t of wint r forag a elected by the
heep. Three separate supplement were
fed at two levels, barley for energy,
0.40 and 0.76 pound' soybean oil meal
pellets for protein, 0.28 and 0.56 pound'
and monosodium pho phate for phosph ru , 0.46 and 0.60 ounce. Th uppI mentary feedin was tarted Nov mber 25 1947, and c ntinued durin the
winter and n the trail until May 14,
194 . At thi time the h ep were at
th mouth of alina Cany n. Ram'

f

r September

1948

were put with the wes on December
2 , 1947.
At the end of the winter razin
ea on the heep were trailed from Wah
Wah Vall y we t of Milf rd to the top
f the alina Canyon wat rshed where
they were lambed. Th lar e h rd
control w r placed with the mall
h rd on April 19 1948 and left th re
until all data on lambing w re procured.
Preliminary Results Only

Th preliminary re ult
r s nt d
herein ar bas d on on year' data, and
hould be interpret d with cauti n

until m re data
are r cur d.
The high Ie 1
of barley, the I w
and hi h 1 vels of
yb an oil meal
p !let, and the
I w I I of monodium h
phat
roduc d
great rain than
the contr I (fi.
6). The hi h
ybean
lev I f
il m al p llet
p~ du ed reat r
gain than the
I w Ie I of arI y and the hi h
level f mono odium pho hat. The hi h 1 v I of barI y, th I w I I of y an il meal
pellet and the low I vel of m n odlUm
pho phate produced r at rain than
the hi hIe el of mono odium phosphat .
There w re no difference amon the
oth r po ible com ari on .
It i evident from th data in fi ur
7 that the ain of th ewe d crea d
with a e althou h lambs gained ab ut
th arne a yearling.
up 1 m ntal feedin wa apparently
in ffectual in i nificantly increa in the
blo d hemo lobin plasma inorganic
h sphoru, plasma calcium, plasma
9

Table 3.

Percentage lamb crop of ewes fed various supplements every other day

upplement

Ewe alive
at lambing*

Ewe
lambing

Lamb
dropped

number
28
25
15
14
14
14
15
12

percent
82
8893
79
93
100
100
100

perc nt
114
104
113
93
121
129
153
133

Control mall herd ..................... .
Control large herd ..................... .
Barley 0.40 lb ............................ .
Barley 0.76 Jb ............................ .
oybean oil meal pellet 0.28 lb.
Soybean oil meal pellet 0.56 lb.
Mono odium pho phate 0.46 oz.
Mono odium pho phate 0.60 oz.

Lambs
docked

percent
100
88
107
71
107
121
153
108

'::Exc1ude ewe under one year of age a they did not have lamb, ewe which died prior to
lambing, and ewe which were unavoidably eparated fr m the experimental herd .

plasma inorganic phosphorus than
that f the heep recei ing supplements.
T he hi h level of oybean oil meal
p 11 ts was the only supplement that '
si nificantly incr a d the fleece weight
o er that of the control ewes (table 2).
T h fleec weights f the lamb were

Control

J

O.Olb
Barley

0.41b
0.76 Ib

1
Soybean oil meal pellets

0.281b
0.561b
Fig. 5. Right Dr. L. D. Frederick of Swift
and Co. Chicago and left, Wilford Winch
of Manti. Swift and Company helped
finance the experiment and Mr. W inch
furni hed the h eep

carotene or pIa ma vitamin A ( table
1) . It hould be noted, however, that
the blood of the control sheep contained

I
Mono·sodium phosphate

I

0.46 oz
0.60 oz

lambs
1 yr. olds

o

8

4

12

16

20

24
3 yr. aids

Total gain in pounds
Fig. 6. Gain of range ewe from November
17, 1947 to May 14, 1948 when fed
various upplements

4 yr. olos
5 to 6 yr olds

Table 1.

A verage values for blood hemoglobin, plasma inorganic phosphorus,
plasma calcium, plasma carotene, and plasma vitamin A for ewes fed Over 6 yr aids
various supplements every other day
0

8

4

12

16

20

24

Total gain in pounds
Hemo'
globin

Supplement

Control .......... __ .......... -...............................
Barley 0.40 lb ...................................
Barley 0.76 lb ...................................
Soybean oil meal pellet 0.28 lb .....
Soybean oil meal pellets 0.56 lb .....
Monosodium pho phate 0.46 oz .....
Mono odium pho phate 0.60 oz .....

Table 2.

3.14
3.41
3.~6

4.08
3.62
4.02
3.96

Calcium

Carotene

mg. per 100 mi.
14.8
16.9
14.0
16.2
15.9
11.0
10.4
16.9
16.3
11.1
14.3
16.4
12.9
16.4

Vitamin
A

19.4
20.0
17.9
20.2
22.3
19.2
16.7

A verage fleece weights of sheep in six age groups fed three supplements
at two levels every other day as compared to sheep receiving no upplement under winter range conditions

upplement

Control mall herd ........ __ ..... _.........
Barley 0.40 lb .............................
Barley 0.76 lb .............................
Soybean oil meal pellets .40 lb.
oybean oil meal pellets .76 lb.
Mono odium pho phate 0.46 oz.
Mono odium pho phate 0.60 oz.
Average .............. _- ........ _... __ .............

10

11.6
11.3
11.5
11.4
11.7
11.6
10.5

Pho'
phoru

Lamb

6.8
7.2
7.0
7.1
7.9
7.1
6.3
7.0

5 to 6

Year'
ling

9.4
9.6
11.4
9.6
10.1
8.8
9.6
9.8

10.2
10.2
11.3
9.9
11.1
9.9
10.0
10.4

Pounds
10.6
11.7
9.4
10.3
10.6
9.9
11.2
10.5

10.0
9.0
8.5
10.1
11.3
8.1
10.0
9.6

Aver'
age

7.9
8. 1
10.2
8.3
9.6
9.6
10.0
9.1

9.2
9.3
9.6
9.2
10.1
8.9
9.5
9.4

Fig. 7. Total gain in relation to age

lower than those of all other age groups.
Ewes three years and four years of age
produced heavier fleeces than ewes of
any other age group.
T he data on the percentage lamb
crop in table 3 must be interpreted with
caution becau e of the small number of
ewe. A ll supplemental fed ewes had a
higher lamb crop than the controls with
the exception of th e fed the high
level of barley. The data show that the
high level of soybean oil meal and the
low level of monosodium pho phate
produced a larger lamb crop than the
other groups. A dditional data should
be pro ured before any final conclusion
can be reached, but it is encouraging to
note the large lamb crop for the ewes
receiving the low level of phosphorus.
T he lar e h rd controls gained· an
average of 10.1 pound and the small
herd control an average of 14.5 pound
Farm an d

Ho m e S cience

durin the exp rim nt. The a erage
fleece wei ht of the lar e h rd control
wa .95 pound while that f the small
herd control wa 9.14 p und. Thc
percenta e lamb cr p from th two
wa 104 and 114 p rc nt f r th
and mall h rd ontr I , r
ti ly. incc the mall h rd did Ii htly
herd it can b
b tter than th lar
a urn d that und r the onditi n of
thi
rim nt the hand lin of th
heep in a mall herd wa n
trim ntal t the animal
r th r ult
btain d.
A techni ue u In t mp rary indiidual feedin pen wa
fully
d
I ped t f d upplem nt to he p
withindivi ually n the winter ran
out the u e of pa ture. This meth d
ercomes the difE. ulty of a
differenc s amon pa tures and in ur
that each heep r c ives a known uantity f supplem nt. This technique
opens the way for extensive range nutrition experiments with heep.

Fig. 8. Each sheep wa ear-tagged and a number placed on its back for identification

•
MANGANESE DEFICIENCY
( ontinued from page 5)

Leaf ampl w re obtained in July
of 1945 and of 1946 by pickin about
50 leav from a tr . The I aves were
ele t d from the fifth and ixth leaves
up the branche from th t rminal end.
Oi ea e Controlled with Mangane e
They wer wa hed dried and analyzed
A record of soil treatm nt and tree for se ral mineral con tituents. Results
injection made in 1945 and 1946 and - of the chemical analy e are hown in
the general eff ct of each on the dis a e ta Ie 2.
The only con i tent re ult from I af
sympt mare hown in ta 1 1. The e
data show that there was no d finite re- analy i was that the dis a ed leave
covery from the disease by tree given contained con iderably Ie mangane e
than normal I ave. Leave on manganany of the soil or inj tion treatment
how d a greater onexcept tho e containing man an e. ese tr ated tr
Trees injected with man anese ufate tent of mana an e than I aves from
ither th n rmal untreated tree or
or treated with man an e in the oil
showed marked reco ery. Tre s inj ct- fr m di ea d trees.
oil am pIe were btained fr m the
ed with iron pho phate werc made
root z n of normal green tr es and
definitely wor e. The copper treatment
in each case resulted in a Ii ht de- from di a· d tree. The am pIes were
crease in disease symptoms. In no case, analyzed for available man ane e by
however was there complete recovery two different te ts. In the first te t
that could be readily refrom copper treatment.
ince almo t man an
il clay wa determined
identical re ults ha e been obtained on mo d from
by leachin th oil with a solution of
tre s treated in two different y ar there
ammonium acetate. Thi i termed xis no question but that the di ea e can changeable mangane . In the econd
be controll d thr ugh man an e treat- te t the man ane
that can be ea ily
ment.
n rted into the reduced form that

indicatin an a ence f di ea e ymptom "1' a trace f leaf markin
and
extendin to a 5" indicatin
ever
necr i and a break-down of the I a es.

for September, 1948

i r adily taken in by plant was determined by extractin the oil with a
solution of 0.2 p rcent of hydroquinone.
Soil from near diseased tree was
found to contain les than 2 pounds of
man an e p r acre-foot of oil while
oil from around healthy trees wa
found to c ntain an average of about
25 pounds per acre-foot of oil. There
wa more r adily reducibl man anese
in the upp r
inches of soil under
healthy tree than under diseased trees,
but no difference was found in the level
of reducible man ane e in the subsoil in
relation to the di ease.
Way to Treat Trees

What is the best way to supply mangane e to trees uffering from this deficiency disease? Since both the soil and
the injection treatments are effective in
controlling the di ease, the answer must
depend on co t labor requirements,
how often the treatments must be repeated and the long-time effect on
tree. Soil treatment requires about 2
pounds of man ane e sulfate per tree.
Thi same amount of chemical would
permit the injection of at lea t 0 rna11

ture trees. With an estimated price of
15 cents per pound the cost of materials
favors injection. This difference in cost
might be readily offset, however, by
labor requirements. If a fertilizer drill
and tractor are available managanese
sulfate can be drilled in bands to each
side of a tree row in an hour per acre.
Injection operations require about 10
minutes per tree, or with 80 trees per
acre, about 12 or more hours.
Time Treatments are Effective

Observations have been made over a
period of 4 years to gain information on
the period of time each treatment is
effective. With injection one out of
three trees showed disease symptoms
again the second year after injection.
All injected trees displayed general
managanese deficiency symptoms the
third year after treatment. Observa'
tions on the trees treated through the
soil with two pounds of manganese suI,
fate per tree showed that none had
deficiency symptoms the first or second
year after treatment. In the third year
one of the soil,treated trees had slight
deficiency markings on a few leaves by
the first of August. In the light of these
observations soil treatment provides a
more uniform and lasting control of the
disease than injection. In generalizing
on these results, however, we must keep
in mind that the soil in this orchard is
a noncalcareous gravelly loam. Soil
treatments may be less effective in soils
containing more clay or lime.
Some trees stand injection treatments
better than others. Cherry trees often
show bark injury around holes bored
for injection. Peaches, apricots, and
apples seem to heal over readily with
only occasionally any sign of damage
resulting from injection. Results have
not been so uniform with injection,
however. Often injected trees show
one or two limbs that are still diseased.
In soil treatments the entire tree re'
sponds in a uniform manner.
Supporting Evidence

The evidence supportinO' the conclu'
sion that the disease described here is
the result of a manganese deficiency can
be summarized as follows: (1) Disease
symptoms disappeared upon injecting
the trees with manganese sulfate or
after adding manganese sulfate to the
soil. (2) The disease was not controlled
by treatment with any of a number of
essential nutrient elements other than
manganese. (3) Leaves from diseased
trees contained much less manganese
12

Table 2.

The mineral content of Chinese apricot and Elberta peach leaves in
relation to disease symptoms and treatments (Leaf samples obtained
August 2, 1945" Briggs Orchard, Bountiful)
Mineral content of leave
Leaf
symptom
rating

Apricot
No treatment
No treatment
No treatment
No treatment
MnSO. ........................
Peach
No treatment ..............
No treatment ..............

o
1
2
3
4

0
1
3
4
0
0
2

Manga'
nese

Calcium

Potassium

Pho'
phorus

Iron

p.p.m.

percent

percent

percent

p.p.m.

50

2.74
2.44
2.44
1.84
3.43

1.87
1.64
1.73
1.54
1.52

0.17
0.17
0.15
0.17
0.17

130
160
166
165
200

2.21
2.47

4.09
4.58

0.19
0.20

190
195

44

22
40
122

.

25
3.1

Indicates normal leaves without disease symptoms
Very light yellow markings near leaf margins
Brownish yellow markings extending between veins
Brownish yellow color reaching midrib. Entire tree affected
Some mecrotic pots showing in diseased leave

than leaves from nearby normal trees.
(4) The severity of the disease symp'
toms was generally increased by tree
injections with soluble iron phosphate.
The nature of the evidence in the
fourth point depends upon the intimate
relationships between iron and mangan'
ese in plant nutrition. Both elements
are apparently absorbed and are active
in plants in the reduced, bivalent forms.
High manganese in plants results in the
iron being oxidized to the relatively in'
active ferric form so that the resulting
leaf chlorosis can be termed either iron
deficiency or manganese toxicity. Con ..
versely, if manganese is low and iron is
plentiful an excess of iron becomes ac'
tive in plant tissues and the resulting
leaf disease symptoms can be termed
either manganese deficiency or iron
toxicity. Since in the present investiga'
tions injection of affected trees with
iron tended to increase the disease
symptoms, additional evidence is ob,
tained that the manganese supply in
the plants is low.
Disease Distribution

In terms of the possible distribution
of the manganese deficiency disease,
the soil characteristics are of interest.
The soil in the east part of Bountiful
w here this occurrence of the disease was
studied is a non'calcareous coarse sandy
loam formed principally from the wea'
thering of rocks from gneiss formations
in the mountains to the east. The soil
varies in pH from about 6.5 to 7.5. Zinc
deficiencies are also common in fruit
trees produced on soil like this. In
fact, one of the first instances of zinc
deficiency observed in Utah was found

on the same farm about 300 yards west
of the location in which the present
manganese studies were made. Soils
similar to this occur commonly near the
foothills along the Wasatch front from
Weber Canyon to North Salt Lake.
They are also general from Cottonwood
Canyon above Salt Lake City to the
point of the mountain south of Draper.
Another limited area occurs near AI,
pine in northern Utah County. The
total area includes a considerable
amount of land important in fruit pro'
duction.
At the present time, manganese de'
ficiencies in Utah are limited. Agricul,
tural workers should become familiar
with the deficiency symptoms, however,
so they can recognize and make recom'
mendations for control.
TWO VTAHN'S APPOINTED TO
IMPORTANT POSITIONS IN
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH
At the same time that Secretary of Agriculture Brannon announced the appointment of
Dr. P. V. Cardon as administrator of the
Agricultural Research Administration, as reported elsewhere in this issue (see page 4),
he appointed Dr. Byron T. Shaw deputy administrator, in which position he wilt assume
responsibility for many of the day-to-day
operations of the organization.
Both Dr. Cardon and Dr. Shaw are natives
of Cache County and graduates of the
U.S.A.C.
Dr. Shaw received his Ph.D. degree from
Ohio State University in soil physics in 1940.
He has been on the staff of the California
Agricultural Experiment Station and Ohio
State University. In 1943 he began working
for the Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and
Agricultural Engineering, first in charge of
soils physics research and later investigations
on soil management and irrigation. For the
past year and a half he has been assistant administrator of research.
The Agricultural Research Administration
is the largest civilian research organization in
the world.
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The Concentration of DDT in the Blood and Tissues of Sheep
Fed Varying Levels of -D DT
By

J.

R. HARRIS, C. BIDDULPH, D. A. GREENWOOD, M. J. BRYSON,
L. E. HARRIS, M. L. MINER, W. BINNS, L. L. MADSEN

T UDIES conducted at the Utah
Agricultural Experiment Station on
the toxity of DDT to farm animals and
man and its accumulation in foods consumed by man indicate that DDT accumulates in the fatty tissues of sheep
following its ingestion, whereas little
DDT is found in muscle liver, kidney,
or brain tissue.
The use of DDT and related compounds as insecticides is one of the important scientific developments made
during World War II which has extend d into the postwar period. Nearly
every family in this country has used
DDT in one form or another. Many
lives have been saved by its proper use.
However, the improper application of
DDT has caused the death of both men
and animals.
Present knowledge relating to the
toxicity of DDT to farm animals and
man and its accumulation in foods consumed by man are inadequate. This
study was initiated to gain more adequate information on this problem. It
was b gun 0 er a year ago and was
support d in part by a grant from the
National Institute of Health. This article report the results of part of the
work dealing with concentrations of
DDT in the blood and tissues of sheep
fed hay treated with varying levels (0
to 200 parts per million) of DDT.

S

pounds of active DDT per acre) and
the fourth plot received no DDT, serving as a control for the treated plots.
The DDT was mixed with pyrophyllite
and was applied to the alfalfa with a
power duster. One to two pounds of
DDT per acre is the amount usually
used for the control of insects on
alfalfa.
The time of application of DDT to
the alfalfa was determined by sweeping representative portions of each plot
with an insect net and counting the insects obtained. Good control of alfalfa
weevil larvae and lygus bugs was obtained on all treated plots.
Superior Yields of Alfalfa Obtained
By Dusting

The average yield of alfalfa hay on
the treated plots was about 30 percent
greater than on the untreated or control
plots. The quality of the hay on treated
plots was also superior to that obtained
on the untreated areas. For example,
the carotene content of fresh alfalfa
from treated plots was about 30 percent
greater than that of the control plots.
The alfalfa hay from each plot was
bal d, identified, and stored under

cover. The average DDT residue on
the hay was 15 22, and 42 parts per
million (ppm) when 1, 2, and 4 pounds,
respectively, of active DDT were applied in the field.
DDT Treated Hay Fed to Lambs

Thirty-two wether lambs weighing
60 to 0 pounds were segregated into
two groups according to weight and fed
hay from one of the 16 plots of hay
previously described. In addition to the
alfalfa hay they were fed a basal ration
consisting of barley, beet pulp, minerals, and water. There wer four groups
of 8 lambs which received the basal
ration plus untreated alfalfa hay and
hay containing 15, 22, and 42 ppm. of
DDT, respectively.
Another lot of alfalfa hay that had
not been treated with DDT was obtained from a different field. It was fed
along with the other constituents of the
basal ration to 32 additional wether
lambs weighing from 60 to 80 pounds
ach. These lambs were likewise divided into four groups (eight lambs per
roup) at random and were fed DDT
111 g latin capsul s in amounts corre-

Individual aUal£a plants from representative plots. No. 1 is from a plot receiving 2 Ibs. of
DDT per acre; No. 2 is from a plot receiving no DDT. Note the damage to the plant
by the alfalfa weevil larvae in the latter

How the Inve tigation was Made

A 44 acre field of alfalfa was divided
into 16 one-acre plots with intervening
buffer strips. The 16 plot were grouped
into 4 blocks of 4 plots each, and random selection wa u ed in a signing the
treatments to plot within each block.
Three plots in each block of alfalfa
were du ted with DDT (1, 2, and 4
J. R. HARR! and M. J. BRY 0 are reearch as i tants in chemistry, DR. CLYDE
BIDD LPH is prole sor 0/ physiology and
chairman 0/ the project committee on thi inve tigation, DR. D. A. GREENWOOD i prole or 0/ chemistry, DR. L. E. HARR! asociale prole SOT and DR. L. L. MAD E ,
head 01 the Department 0/ Animal Husbandry,
and DR. M. L. M! ER, as ociate prole or
and DR. WAY E Bl
, head 0/ the Depart ment 0/ Veterinary cience.
Other phases 0/ this tudy with dairy cow
and poultry will be reported later. George Q.
Bateman Dr. C. 1. Draper, C. J. orenson, and
F. V. Lieberman are al 0 working on thi
probLem.
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sponding to 0, 50, 100, and 200 ppm of
the hay.
All lambs were fed in individual
pens. Records of food intake were kept
and the lambs were weighed every two
weeks.
At the end of a four-month feeding
period a sample of blood obtained from
each lamb was analyzed to determine
the concentration of calcium, phosphorus, hemoglobin, and DDT. The
concentration of calcium, phosphorus,
and hemoglobin from lambs receiving
DDT was within the normal range.
There was little or no DDT in the
blood of any of the lambs.
The animals were killed in a federally
inspected packing plant and each carcass was examined carefully. Samples
of brain, fat muscle, liver, and kidney
were collected and the DDT content of
each tissue was determined. Smaller
sam pIes of these and other tissues were
obtained for detailed histological studies.

DDT-fed Lambs Apparently Healthy

There were no statistically significant
differences among any of the groups of
lambs in the rate of gain, total gain
and feed consumption. All lambs appeared to be normal and beha ved
normally during the feeding period.
Gross inspection indicated all to be
normal at the time of autopsy.
The average concentration of DDT
in the muscle and fat of the lambs fed
alfalfa containing 15 to 200 parts per
million (ppm) of DDT varied from 0.4
to 1.6 ppm DDT in muscle anq 16 to
73 ppm DDT in the fat.
ne leg of lamb from each carcass
was ground in a meat grinder and fed
to rats along with a basal ration for a
period of four month . There were no
significant differences in the growth of
the rats fed the lamb leg muscles. No
evidence of gross pathology was observed in any of the rats. Samples of

muscle fat, liver, brain, and kidney
were taken from the rats for histological
study. The tudy of these tissues is
till in progress.
These studies indicate that DDT accumulates .in the fatty tissues following
its ingestion, whereas little DDT i
found in muscle, liver, or kidney. The
relative absence of the DDT from the
blood of such animals indicates that it
is probably r leased from the fat depots
very slowly and that the concentration
in the blood is probably not sufficient to
produce toxicity symptoms under normal conditions. Other studies indicate
however, that the fatty tissues lose their
DDT fairly promptly when the animal
is subject to a period of starvation.
Final conclusions cannot be made on
the possible toxicity of DDT to lambs
and rats in the amounts fed in this investigation until all phases of the study
have b en completed.

WATER FOR UTAH LANDS
(Continued from page 1)

water to be developed in the Upper
Colorado River basin is tentatively
planned to be diverted for use in the
Bear River area, and another one-third
for use in the Central Utah area.
Nearly all of the water for the proposed
Central Utah project and slightly more
than half proposed for use in the Bear
River drainage area have their source
in the Colorado system.
Availability of Arable Lands

A summary of all the known soil
survey and land classification investigations in Utah indicates that there are at
least 3 176,000 acres of arable lands in
the state (table 3). When the soil surveys are complete for the state it is
likely that mall additional acreages of
arable lands will be located. The Sevier
River drainage basin has the largest
acreage of arable land of any basin
with 1,169,300 acres. The Weber
River-Utah Lake, Bear River, and
Green River drainage basins follow in
that order. The Virgin River, with
only 53,000 acres, has the smallest
amount of land that is suitable for
arable purposes.
Of the total of 3,176,000 acres of
arable land in the state, 1,019,400 acres,
or 32 percent, are irrigated at the present time. An additional 517,000 acres,
or 16 percent are used for the production of dry-land crops. This leaves
14

slightly more than half of the total
arable land, 1,639,500 acres, unused ex'
cept for grazing. This is not a desirable
balance in land use in a state where only
6 percent of the total land area is
arable.
The Weber River-Utah Lake drainage basin has the largest acreage of
irrigated land of any basin. Also the
largest percentage of the lands in that
basin, about 72, has a full or adequate
supply of irrigation water. The next
largest area of irrigated land is in the
Table 1.

Sevier River basin. However, in the
Sevier basin only about 13 percent of
the irrigated land has a full water
supply. In addition to the Sevier, less
than 20 percent of the irrigated land in
the Colorado River and the Virgin
River basins has an adequate supply.
Approximately 60 percent of 1,945,300 acres of the total land classified as
arable has been further classified as to
its natural suitability for general agriculture. Of that part so classified, 3 4,
300 acres or about 20 percent fall in

Summary of land area now irrigated, exclusive of pasture, and proposed for irrigation development in the Bonneville and the Colorado
River basins, Utah

Item

Bonneville
Ba in

Upper
Colorado
River
Ba in

Virgin
River
Ba in

tate
total

----1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

acres

acre

acres

acres

3.5
15.4

407.8
611.7
1,019.5

Land now irrigated
Adequate upply ...........................
Partial upply ............ ...... ... ..... ..........

338.3
429 .2

Total now irrigated ..............

767.5

66.0
167 .1
233 .1

Land proposed for irrigation
development
Now has partial upply ................
Now not irrigated ........... .............

237.5
350.8

161.1
243.6

8.2
13 .0

Total propo ed to irrigate ....

21.2

406 .8
607.4
1,014.2

18 .9

588.3

404.7

Total now irrigated and new
land propo ed for irrigation ............ 1,1l8.3

467 .7

31.9

1,626.9

Percent increa e in irrigated acre ........

105.0

69.0

60 .0

46 .0

Farm and Home Science

class 1, or the best quality soil
(table 4). Approximately 50
percent was in the second class,
and the remaining 30 percent
in the third class.
These data indicate plenty of
soils of excelletlt quality on
which the proposed new water
can be used. Even after the
proposed development, there
will be approximately one million acres of arable lands used
only for grazing of livestock.

them from the Middle West to
the coast cities. Beef cattle are
. shipped from Utah, Nevada, or
even California to the corn belt
for fattening and then back to
the coast for consumption. The
only ~eason for this is that it is
not possible under existing conditions to produce sufficient
feed to fatten them here. Additional land is available for feed
production, but sufficient water
is not. All other factors necessary to satisfactory production
exist here in abundance: soil,
climate, labor, institutions of
every kind, and competent
management. Only water for
irrigation is lacking.

FARM INCOME BY MAJOR TYPES OF FARMING
FOR UTAH, 1924 -1946

Present Weaknesses and Needs of
Utah's Agriculture

The agriculture of Utah is in
a healthy condition from several standpoints. First of all,
the community and institutIOnal patterns are generally desirable ones. A large majority of
the farms in the state have
available within a reasonable
distance such community institutions as schools, churches, retail stores, and service establishments. The majority also
have medical dental, and hospital ervices. Electrical and
telephone services, roads, and
marketing facilities are available to the
majority of the farms.
A second favorable factor is the farm
people. Most of them are reasonably
well educated, they cooperate well, and
are making efficient use of the resources
at their disposal. The basic philosophies
of the majority lend stability and dignity to their business and profession.
However, there are certain weaknesses also evident in the agriculture of
the state. The im pact of all these weaknesses is first of all upon the income
from farming. Most important is the
small size of the average farm business.
The tate was settled under conditions
that favored small farms. The natural
increase in population has been relatively high even for a rural pioneer area.
Consequently the small farm has continued with the passing of years. Lack
of employment opportunities in nearby
trade or industry has kept the population large in relation to the farm lands.
A fundamental need then for these
small farms is to increase the size of
business; that is, to provide more productive employment on the farms. This
can be done by expanding the acreage
of cropland per farm or by using the
existing lands more intensively. In many
or most areas of the state neither is
for September, 1948

Trends Affecting the Future Needs
of Utah's Agriculture

possible at present because of a lack of
irrigation water. More water is the
great need.
A second weakness of Utah's agriculture is in its inability, because of
inadequate irrigation water, to adjust
the type of farming to meet the present
demands of the markets that Utah farms
are in the most advantageous location
to supply. This affects not only the income of farmers but also the well-being
of the consumers in those markets. The
home market and the California market
need, for example, more dairy products,
more slaughter beef, more pork and
pork products, more chicken meat, more
potatoes, and similar products. Because
they cannot be produced here, it is
necessary to pay transportation costs on
Table 2.

There has been but little increase in the agriculture of
Utah during the past 25 years.
However, especially since 1940,
there has been considerable increase in trade and other types
of economic activities, and in
the local demand for agricultural products. The change in
total population in Utah since 1920
illustrates this. The increase from 1921
to 1946 was 180,000 people. During
the same period the farm population
declined from 136,000 to approximately
113,000; thus the change in the nonfarm population was more than 200,000.
M ore significant than the absolute
change is the fact that two-fifths of the
increase took place between 1941 and
1946 and that most of it is in the area
from Provo to Ogden.
The necessities of war started the industrial development of Utah. The major
factor was the Geneva Steel Plant but
other industries with west coast markets have also located here, and still
others have evidenced interest in future
developments in Utah. With the ,s tra-

Summary of annual present and proposed future supply of irrigation
water by sources, Utah

Item

Pre ent supply ......................................
Proposed addition ..............................
Pre ent and propo ed additions ..........
Percent increase ..................................

Bonneville
Basin

Upper
Colorado
River
Basin

1000

1,000

A·-ft.
2,277.5
665 .9
2,943.4
29 .0

A·-ft.
552.9
1,441.2
1,994.1
261.0

Virgin
River
Ba in

State

1,000
A·-ft.
45.0
56.3
101.3
125.0

1,000
A·-ft.
2,875.4
2,163.4
5,038.8
75 .0
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tegic location of the Wasatch
as well as increased yields of
Front area of the tate in re . .
the same crops would also
lation to markets throughout
contribute to the total in . .
the intermountain and coast
crease in crop production.
PRESENT AND PROPOSED FUTURE USE OF ARABLE
LANDS BY ORAINAGE BASINS, IN UTAH
states, and in relation to local
With an increase of 70 per ..
supplies of coal, iron, other
. cent in crop production, it is
raw materials, and labor, it
to be expected that there
seems logical that industriali . .
would be an increase of at
1,000 ACRES
zation will continue.
least 60 percent in the num ..
II00I---f--~-+---+---+
The growth of the Cali,
ber and production of farm
live tock. However, this in . .
fornia market is a powerful
crea e would result from bet . .
factor in the industrialization
ter breeding and young stock,
of Utah as much of Utah's
and from more feed from the
produce can find outlets there
(fig. 3). The growth of that
range resulting from better
market has been phenomenal.
range management practices
because of more adequate
During the five'year interval
1941 to 1946, the total popu,
supplemental feed supplies.
4001----+--+
lation increased by approxi . .
This may result in a smaller
mately two and one' third mil . .
increase in numbers than in
lions, or more than one,third
production since the gain like ..
ly would be largely in larger
of the 1941 population. This
increa e is almost entirely
calf and lamb crops and a
non,farm, and there is no evi . .
larger turnoff per animal unit.
dence that the end of this
The over' all increase in
rapid increase in population is
production of crops and farm
•
ARABLE LANDS NDW IRRIOATED
here. Some forecasts have
and range livestock is expect'
1m ARABLE LANOS PROPOSED FOR IRRIOATION DEVELOPMENT
been made of a population in
ed
to be about 60 percent.
~ OTHU ARABLE LANDS
excess of 15 million by 1960.
This increased population
So rapid has been the popu . .
would go to market largely as
f eder cattle and lambs, with
lation incr ase in parts of
Utah and also in parts of Cal,
some grass fat and a few
emi,finished in the fed lot,
fornia and other areas uch as
Las Vegas, Nevada, that there has been form by the increase in production of milk cows for the California whole milk
considerable difficulty in providing cer' farm products. Assuming the develop' market, wool, dairy product , poultry
tain food products. This has been par' ment of additional irrigation water as products, sugar, potatoe , canned vege,
ticularly true for whole milk, but other outlined above, it is e timated that the tables, and a small amount of fresh and
products where th re is a special ad . . total crop production of the state would processed fruit. With a few exceptions
vantage in nearby production have also increase at least 70 percent. This in . . these are products that even in normal
been in short supply. Additional water crease would be realized in part from times are needed by the nation in great'
for Utah lands would solve many of the new lands and in part from the er quantities. There will be Ie s wheat
the e problems.
lands that would receive supplemental produced in Utah and a greater propor,
Economic Benefits- Increase in Production
wate~. All of the production from the tion of that that will be produc d will
be used for local consumption.
The economic benefits to farmers of new lands may not be a net gain as
To the farmers in the areas affected
some
of
those
lands
now
produce
dry'
Utah and to society at large from the
the increas d water supply will mean
development of proposed irrigation fa' land crops. Changes to more inten ive
more than just an increa e in the physi,
cilities would be shown in substantial crops and changes in farming practice ,
cal production of products. It will add
a feeling of stability and security which
Table 3. Present use of the known arable lands by drainage basins in Utah they have never had before. It will also
permit them to follow better and more
Irrigated
Not u ed
efficient farming practices, which will
Drainage
Total
Dry
for
Full
Partial
ba in
arable
farmed
Total
result in a relatively greater increa e in
crops
upply
supply
net income than in phy ical production.
1,000

1000

1,000

1000

1000

1,000

Bear River ....................... .
Weber River,Utah Lake ... .
Sevier River ..................... .
Green River ................... .
Colorado River ............... .
Virgin River ................... .

acre
77.0
225.3
36.0
61.7
4.2
3.5

acre
101.1
89.2
328.9
133.6
33.5
15.4

acre
178.1
314.5
274.9
195.3
37.7
18.9

acres
282.6
93.0
101.3
0.9
33.2
6.0

acres
71.5
286.9
793.1
270.4
189.3
28.4

acre
532.2
694.4
1,169.3
466.6
260.2
53.3

Total ....................... .

407.7

611.7

1,019.4

517.0

1,639.6

3,176.0
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Change in Number of Farms

The 1945 Census of Agriculture re'
ported 26,322 farms in the state. Many
of the e are part,time farms, the oper,
ators of some of which work regularly
in the mines or some other indu try.
However, there are other farm oper,
ators who normally have no regular
Farm and Home Science

Table 4.

Land cla

Drainage
ba in

Total
cia ified

2

Bear River ... -- ....................
Weber River,Utah Lake ....
evier River ......................
Green River .....................
Colorado River .....................
Virgin River ......................... _Total

for, however, by more efficient use of
labor. The increased need for farm
populahon will merely enable the local
farm youth to remain on the farm in'
stead of seeking work elsewhere.
It is furth r estimated that for each
additional person of farm population
there will be a need of about two others
in providing the supplies and services
required by the additonal agricultural
production and farm population. This
would mean an estimated total increa e
of about 96,000 persons in the state, re'
ulting from the irrigation development.

Acreage of known arable land by drainage basins in Utah

..........................

Total
arable

Uncia '
Hied

1,000
acre

1,000
acres

1000
acre

1000
acres

1000
acres

1000
acres

15.1
145.3
156.6
36.5
19.2
11.6

38.0
383.1
274.6
198.5
144.8
12.4

0.3
312.0
226.8
85.7
68.9
14.9

53.4
641.4
658.0
320.7
232.9
38.9

478.8
53.0
511. 3
145.9
27.3
14.4

532.2
694.4
1,169.3
466.6
260.2
53.3

384.3

951.4

609.6

1,945.3

1,230.7

3,176.0

job except on the farm, and whose farm
provides only a part,time job. Many
other farms are large enough to pro'
vide essentially full, time work for the
operators but are too small for efficient
operation. The supplemental water and
part of the new lands hould be u ed
to increase the size of these existing
farms. However, it is estimated that
7,500 additional farms might well be
establi hed on new lands that will be
brought under irrigation. If this num'
ber were added, there would still be
enough land to increase the average
size of existing farms by approximately
10 acres of arable irrigated land which
would make the average farm 4 acres
as com pared to 3 at present.
Changes in Income

The change in the total gross agri,
cultural income would be about the
same a the over'all net increase in pro'
duction which is estimated at 60 per'
cent. The pr war income was approxi,
mat ly 50 million dollars, which on the
basis of the same price level, would re'
suIt in an income after development of
at least 80 million dollars. However, by
using the 1947 price level, which re'
suIted in a gross agricultural income of
slightly more than 150 million dollars,
the agricultural income for the state
after development would be about 240
million dollars.
The change in the average income
per farm would depend upon the change
in the number of farms. However, the
average income of the existing farms
hould be materially increased by the
supplemental water suppli s. By as'
suming that the number of farms will
increase by 7,500, and that the total
income will be incr ased to $240,000,
000, the average gross income per farm
would be increased from $5,700 to more
than $7,000. The net farm income
should increase considerably more than
for September, 1948

proportionately. This is an average"in'
crease for all farms including tho e that
are now of adequate size and have a full
water supply. The major part of the
total increase would accrue to probably
half the total farms, those of small size
and with only a partial water supply.
On these farms the increase would be
double the average for all farms. The
same relative increase could be expected
regardless of whether the general level
of prices were high as in 1947 or drop,
ped to prewar level.

Change in Level of Living and Other Factors

The change in the average income
per farm would mean more to the rural
people than just so much additional
money income. It is expected that it
would also be accompanied by the re'
moval of a great deal of uncertainty and
anixety regarding the security of the
income. This is especially important in
the area where supplemental water is
to be supplied. It is believed that most
of the increased income would and
should be u ed for improving living
conditions. Better homes and home
equipment are greatly needed and prob,
ably would be among the first items for
which increased incomes would be used.
In ome areas more widespread use of
medical and dental services is needed.
In ome communities, churches, chools,
and other facilities need improving. The
increased agricultural income would, of
cour e, also mean increased income for
the non,farm population. Relief of all
kinds would be reduced especially
among the farm population that now

Changes in Total Population

The total farm population in Utah,
January 1, 1945, was reported by the
U. S. Bureau of Agricultural Economics
as 113,000. Assuming that the develop,
ment plan as outlined is carried out, it is
estimated that there will be need for an
increase in the farm population to about
145,000 people. Although this is about
the ame rate of increase recommended
for the number of farms, the increase in
the size of farms will necessitate more
farm labor. This can probably be cared
POPULATION
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(Continued from page 3)

What the proposed irrigation development mean to Utah

Item

After
develop'
ment

Percent
Increase

408

3,176
1,627
1,422

00
60
249

612

205

- 66

Unit

Pre ent

3,176
1,019

Arable land in Utah ................................

1 000 acre

Arable land irrigated ..............................
Land with adequate water upply ............

1,000 acre
1,000 acre

Irrigated land with a partial upply ..........
Portion of irrigated land with adequate
water upply ......................................

1 000 acre
percent

40

Portion of arable land not irrigated ........

percent

69

90
49

• -29

ew land to be irrigated ..........................
Water needed annually to irrigate
adequately all arable land ............... .

1 000 acre

00

607

100

10,142
2,875

10,142
5039

00
75

percent

28

50

79

percent

82

94

15

percent

79

58

-73

percent
percent

19
100

40
170

110

100

125

any given level. In other words, both
the Leghorn and New Hampshire
chicks fed the ma hes containing good
field,cured alfalfa meals grew and de'
veloped a well as those fed the diets
containing the d hydrated alfalfa meal .
The information obtained from this
ex riment su g sts that good quality
fi ld,cured alfalfa meal is equivalent to
dehydrat d meal when measured in rate
of rowth and efficiency of fe d utiliza,
tion.
Expense of Dehydration Not Justified

Water available annually for irrigation ... .
Relative adequacy of upply for all
arable lands ....................................... .
Relative adequacy of supply for all
irrigated land ................................... .
Portion of water
Portion of water
River Ba in
Crop production

from Bonneville Ba in ....
from Upper Colorado
....................................... .
....................................... .

1,000 acre' feet
1,000 acre,feet

70

Crop and live tock production ............... .
Ca h farm income, 1947 price level ....... .
umber of farm ..................................... .

percent

150,000
26,322

160
240,000
33822

60

1,000 dollar
number

Income per farm ....................................... .
Farm population ....................................... .

dollar
number

5,700
113,000

7,000
145 ,000

12
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has farms of small acreage and insuffi,
cient water to enable intensive u e of
the land.
It can be assumed that with the in'
crease in farm income, the tax base for
local tax in units and the collection of
taxes for all purposes would increase in
proportion to the income, or about 60
percent. Becau e most of the n w d '
velopment would take place within or
immediately adjacent to communitie
with e tabli hed roads, school
and
other publi ervice the co t of pro'
viding the additional public service
would be relatively Ie s than the esti,
mated additional incom . Thu all tax'
payers would gain either in reduced
taxe or additional services.
Since the major proposals for irriga,
tion dev lopment are inter,connected
with proposals for power development
and the providing of additional water
supplies for municipalitie and for in'
dustrial uses, the benefits from the re'
18

60
28

alization of th e bjective can be in
part con idered a benefit from th irri,
gation developm nt. Consumers of farm
products, in the local market particular'
ly, and s condarily in more di tant mar'
kets wou'ld benefit from a more adequate
up ply of locally produc d food. The
benefits may show in low r price, but
more important would be the ready
availability and uality that can e ob,
tained only in local produc . With the
expect d industrial development in thi
ar a, thi is likely to be much m re im,
portant in the futur than may be
apparent at pre nt. In an important
way irrigation d elopment in Utah i
an int gral part of the total economic
expan ion of Utah, California, and the
West enerally. For the most health,
ful and sound economy of the future
a ricultural expansion mu t keep pace
with the ex an ion in mining power,
manufacturin and commerce. In order
to do this, irrigation development is im,
perati e.

By Result

At the time this experiment was conducted actual cost of dehydrating and
proce ing the alfalfa was in excess of
twenty dollars per ton. The value re'
ceived for thi method of curin is
que tionable.
The fact that the rate of gain de'
creas d as the amount of alfalfa in the
mash increa ed uggests that chicks can'
not handle diets that are high in fiber
during the early period of growth and
development. Recent experiments con'
ducted in the state of Connecticut and
Washington demonstrate that faster and
more efficient growth is made by broil,
ers and fry rs when fed diets that are
low in fiber and high in total calories.
The e rations contained from 2.5 to
3.0 percent of fiber. However, recent
experiments conducted at this station,
over a period of years, ha ve demon'
tratcd that under Utah conditions tur'
key feed co t can be reduced by feed,
ing high levels of alfalfa meal during
the growing period. Growing mash for
turkey containing from 20 to 30 per'
c nt of alfalfa meal i not uncommon.
When field,cured alfalfa meal is used
in poultry diets it hould be of good
quality. The hay should be cut before
it becom rank and a large part of the
leav s drop off. Hay that turns brown
in the field during period of stormy
weather 10 es most of it pro'vitamin
A cont nt. This decreas s the nutritive
value con iderably. Alfalfa meal should
be made only from hay of first quality.

•

Marie Sorensen research a sistant in home
economics changed her name and position,
July 1. She is now Mrs. Glen A. Niel en
and is living in Lewi ton Idaho.

•

Martell Cooper has been appointed reearch a i tant in poultry husbandry.
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Research Findings
Increased Income from Larger Alfalfa Seed
Crop Made possible By Research

Fertilizers Increase Yields of
Dry Land Wheat

That alfalfa seed yields in Utah could
be brought back to profitable levels
again after twenty years of crop failures
was proved by Utah Agricultural Ex'
periment Station and U. S. Department
of Agriculture scientists after years of
research on the causes of low yields and
how to overcome them . With the dis,
coveries that lygus bugs damaged the
blossom parts of the plant, and subse'
quently that these bugs could be con'
trolled by dusting with DDT the way
has been opened again to profitable
production.
In Millard County, where dusting
was most prevalent, the yield of alfalfa
seed was increased 16 fold over that of
a year ago. One grower averaged 900
pounds of seed per acre from his farm .
Another paid the entire cost of his
newly purchased farm with his seed
crop. One farmer in the Uinta Basin
harvested $10,000 worth of seed in
1945 from 75 acres after trial dusting
upon the advice of one of the research
investigators. In 1946 his seed crop
from 100 acres was worth $28,000.
Research on alfalfa seed production is
now paying dividends. The increased re'
turn to seed growers last summer alone
would more than pay the entire cost of
the investigations on this project.

Dry,land wheat has continually de'
creased in protein content. Recent stud,
ies in Utah show that nitrogen fertilizers
increase both the protein content and
the yield of wheat. Forty pounds of
nitrogen fertilizer applied to wheat land
has increased the yield 5 to 10 bushels
per acre and the protein content 1 to 3
percent. Spring applications have been
more effective than fall treatme(lts.
These treatments applied to 200,000
acres of dry farm wheat land in the
state would result in increased values of
wheat in excess of one million dollars
per year.
One farm r in Cache Valley who fol,
lowed Station recommendations increas,
ed his wh at yields by 20 bushels per
acre. The protein content of the wheat
was enough higher to place it in a
higher grade, thereby making enough
to pay the cost of fertilizer. The 20
bushel increas d yield was clear profit
above all costs.

Storage of Eggs

Results of a study on the best meth,
ods to store eggs made by the Utah
Station showed that where refrigerator
storage is available, oiled eggs stand up
better, as long as 24 weeks, than those
with any other method of treatment or
type of storage. For the homemaker
whose refrigerator space is limited, but
who has a cool basement, the waterglass
method is recommended. Although the
whites become watery and the mem'
brane holding in the yolk gradually
weakens, these eggs are still in excellent
condition for cooking and baking after
36 weeks of basement storage. At this
time it is still possible to separate the
yolk from the white when handled care'
fully. A lemon meringue pie made
with waterglass eggs stored in the base'
ment 36 weeks was equal in every re'
spect to one made with fresh eggs. A
glass container with a tight cover keeps
the eggs in a liquid medium for as long
as 36 weeks with no off, flavor or ordor.
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formation, and graded higher in condi,
tion than Rambouillet,sired lambs. Col,
umbia,sired sheep produced heavier
fleeces with coarser and longer staple
wool having a lighter shrinkage than
sheep sired by Rambouillets.
Production practices developed in this
study and data from the three lines of
sheep developed from grading'up range
ewes with purebred rams is of funda'
mental importance to determine which
type is best suited for the range area.
Results to date are being closely follow,
ed by ranchers. It is estimated from
data on increased wool yield alone that
Utah could increase her income by over
a million dollars by grading' up practices
without the necessity of increasing
numbers.
2,4-0 in Weed Control

Studies on the use of 2)4~ D in weed
control in Utah have shown that effec'
tive results can be obtained with the
use of approximately half the chemical
generally used. About one million dol,
lars were spent for this material in 1946
and no doubt a larger amount in 1947.
Recommendations given out this year,
based on experimental work over the
past two years, should save the farmers
of the state in chemicals alone over a
quarter of a million dollars and in addi~
tion a substantial increase in crop yields
where 2,4,D j used, since the lighter
applications recommended will give
nearly as satisfactory weed control as
the heavier rates used in the past with,
out any injury to the crop.

Improvement of Range Sheep by
Use of Purebred Rams

Comparisons of the production of
range sheep sired by purebred Colum'
bia, Rambouillet, and Targhee rams in
an experimental study conducted by the
Utah Station show that Columbia sired
lambs are heavier at weaning time than
Rambouillet sired lambs. Columbia and
Targhee,sired lambs were more open
faced, more desirable in mutton con'

•

CONSUMPTIVE USE OF WATER
(Continued from page 7)

tion is shown in figure 5. Wheat is
growing in the tanks to the right. The
other tanks contain alfalfa which has
recently been harvested. Cattails grow,
ing in an evapo,transpiration tank are
shown in figure 4.
Soil Moisture Depletion Studies

Successive measurements of the ac'
tual water content of the soil in the root
zone may be used to calculate the con'
sumption of water by the crop. Ex~
tensive studies of soil moisture deple'
tion in both the Ashley and Ferron
areas are being conducted by the Ex'
periment Station. Soil samples, by in'
crements of one foot, are taken from
representative fields for standard crops

(fig. 3). These samples are weighed
wet and dry in order to determine the
amount of water present in the soil.
Land Use Studies

In order to correlate the individual
crop water use rates with the total use
for the valley, it is essential that ac~
curate information regarding the area
for each crop or use be obtained. This
requires the preparation of accurate
land,use maps in the field. The State
Engineer's Office, under the technical
supervision of the Irrigation Division,
Soil Conservation Service, is preparing
these maps. This work will be facilitat,
ed by accurate base maps previously
prepared.
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NATIVE PLANT BECOMES WEED MENACE
By ARTHUR H. HOLMGREN

ANY wheat farmers in Cache
Valley are troubled by a weed
pest that is native in this area: The
plant is a member of the carrot family
and is commonly called biscuitroot
(Lomatiwn leptocarpus (T. &' G.) (C.
&' R.). Biscuitroot may be found in a
wide range of habitats but in Cache
Valley it seems to thrive in tl. wet
heavy soils of Smithfield, thence . th
through the Benson area. BiscuitrG.)t is
a perennial and begins to grow as s, on
as the snow leaves the ground. By the
time equipment can be put on this wet
heavy soil, the plants are in the flower,
ing or fruiting stage making control a
real problem. Though it would be diffi,
cult to estimate accurately the losses to
farmers in the most heavily infested
areas, they are undoubtedly considerable. Early in the season the fields are
nearly a solid yellow mass of color from
the flowering biscuitroots and it is diffi,
cult to see the wheat crop. Shortly
after the fruits have developed the weed
does not appear so prominent. As would
be expected, however, there is a striking difference in the wheat stands in
clean and in infested areas. Because
clean cultivation is so difficult at a time
when it would do some good, farmers
are looking for a spray to control the
weed. Professor D. C. Tingey of the

Agronomy Department is now conducting studies on the use of 2,4,D in controlling this pest. It is yet too early to
make any statements on the results of
these studies.
Biscuitroot is readily recognized as a
member of the carrot family as the
accompanying illustration shows. The
plants are perennial with interesting
tuberous roots and often have two or
more rounded bulb,like corms attached
in a bead,like series. The leaves usually
branch into three main parts, the ulti,
mate leaf segments are threadlike and
rarely exceed one,eighth of an inch. The
flowering stocks are topped by the char,
"teristic umbrella-like cluster found in
- members of this family. The
fl\
" are yellow and the fruits more
or
strongly flattened.
1
plant is known from north,
western Colorado to northern Idaho,
south to northern Arizona and northeastern California. In view of this
rather wide distribution it is interesting
to note that this is the first report of
biscuitroot becoming a weed in cuI,
tivated fields.

F. Leonard Timmons, agronomist with the
Division of Cereal Crops and Diseases, U. S.
Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering, has been transferred to
Logan from Fort Hays Experiment Station at
Hays, Kansas. Mr. Timmons will carry on
weed control research in cooperation with the
Utah Station and will serve as coordinator of

weed investigations in the eleven Intermountain and Pacific Coast States.

M

Biscuitroot (Lomatium leptocarpus)

•
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ARTHUR H. HOLMGREN is assistant pro·
Ie sor 01 botany and curator of the Intermountain Herbarium. He has iust published a new
manual on the flora of Utah that is being used
in colleges 0/ the state.

•

A. F. Bracken, professor of agronomy, has
returned to Logan after a year and a half
spent as agricultural adviser to the Syrian
government. Professor Bracken will not take
over his duties at the college until the beginning of the winter quarter •
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a year ago, is the Statistical Laboratory,
with Prof. Bliss H. Crandall in charge.
This laboratory gives assistancc to the
various departments in the design of
experiments and in the analysis and interpretation of the data gathered in the
investigations.
The editorial office is also part of the
general office. All articles written by
staff members and all Station publications are edited here and prepared for
the printer. All requests for publica'
tions and all general mailing lists are
sent from this office.
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